
 
ENTITY STATUS 

 

DESCRIPTION 
 

Statutorily Created The society was incorporated under the Societies Act of the 

Northwest Territories, and has continued as or been replaced by 

an entity established under its own separate Act 

Pending Dissolution The corporation has filed a notice of intent to dissolve (cease 

existence) under the Business Corporations Act of the Northwest 

Territories 

Pending Continuance Out Consent has been given for the corporation to continue out 

(move) from the Northwest Territories to another jurisdiction; 

confirmation of completion of the continuance has not yet been 

received by the NWT Corporate Registry 

Nunavut Entity The entity was a Northwest Territories corporation, but became 

a Nunavut corporation as of April 11999, when the Nunavut 

Territory was formed 

Involuntary Dissolution The corporation was dissolved by the Registrar and no longer 

exists 

Involuntary Cancellation The corporation's extra territorial registration in the Northwest 

Territories was cancelled by the Registrar 

In Default The corporation or limited liability partnership has failed to file 

one or more required annual filings 

In Compliance The corporation, limited liability partnership, business name 

(sole proprietorship) or regular partnership is up to date with all 

required annual or  renewal filings 

Dissolved The corporation no longer exists (Dissolution may have been 
voluntary or involuntary) 

Continued Out The corporation existed as a Northwest Territories corporation, 

but has now continued out (moved to) another jurisdiction or 

become a corporation under federal legislation 

Continued In The extra territorial corporation existed under another 

jurisdiction or was a corporation under federal legislation, and 

has now continued in (moved to) the Northwest Territories 

Cancelled/Dissolved The extra territorial registration or business name (sole 

proprietorship) has been cancelled or the partnership has been 

dissolved or cancelled 

Cancelled The corporation is no longer registered within the Northwest 

Territories (Cancellation may have been voluntary or 

involuntary) 

Amalgamated To The corporation has joined with one or more other corporations 

to form a new corporation 

Active (Trade Name Only) This only applies to a "trade name" registered under the old 

Companies Act 

Active The entity has an active registration 



 


